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 Full Name.Features & Highlights This is an option for those who want the strength of a 1 1/4" shaft, and the flexibility of a 1 3/8". This is a popular shaft for many c-c club makers, especially the JT King 2-Face hybrid. 4-Ply with a Flex Zone and other flex-friendly features for less shaft deflection, and great feel and forgiveness. This shaft has a true 1 3/4" profile (slightly less than 1 5/8"). This shaft
is a great choice for most woods and irons. It is recommended to fit based on a few key variables, which will be discussed below. Select a shaft based on the type of swing desired. Shafts are grouped into 4 categories to make selecting a shaft a little easier. Additional Information Brand: Buffalo Manufacturer: Category: Shafts Color: Multi Size: 1 3/8" Publisher: Hi there! We're at The shaft Selector,
where we'll help you make the best decision for your personal golfing needs. If you've been thinking about selecting a golf shaft, you're at the right place. We offer a wide range of high quality shafts from top name brands. We'll help you choose the right shaft for you, and get you set up with what you need to play your best game. The "accessories" tabs are great for a quick comparison of the similar
items or brands.Radek Hanus Radek Hanus (born September 13, 1987) is a Czech professional ice hockey goaltender who is currently playing with SKA Saint Petersburg of the Kontinental Hockey League (KHL). He was drafted 134th overall by the Colorado Avalanche in the 2005 NHL Entry Draft. Playing career Early years Hanus played junior hockey with HC Litvínov of the Czech Extraliga

from 2003 to 2006, and in the 2006–07 season, he played his first season in North America with the Colorado Eagles of the ECHL. In his rookie season, he played in a total of 30 games, compiling a record of 15-9-5, with 3 shutouts and 2.32 GAA. He was the Eagles goaltender for their opening round playoff series against the Gwinn 82157476af
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